Equipment Rentals
Pricing

Item
Epson PowerLite Projector
Projector Screen
eBeam Smart Board Device
Popcorn Machine
K8 Speaker and Mic

Rental Fee
$50.00/day
$25.00/day
$50.00/day
$50.00/day
$50.00/day

Replacement Cost
$410.00
$150.00
$1000.00
$500.00
$1200.00

Items Available for Rent
Epson PowerLit Projector




Ultra bright 1400 ANSI lumens; weighs just 7 lb
Multiple inputs for both computer and high-end
video compatibility including, component, svideo, and composite



Selectable projection modes for video games,
home entertainment, and even well-lit rooms



Monitor out capability for simultaneous viewing
on monitor and screen



Color-coded cables for easy setup



Quick start-up and shut-down time



Soft carrying case included

Projector Screen


Light weight and easy to set up. This screen is
perfect for use with our projector.

eBeam Smart Board Device
eBeam Edge Wireless brings interactivity to any surface,
quickly transforming your classroom or meeting room
into a dynamic learning environment where students
and colleagues can focus, participate and collaborate.
For more about this product visit the eBeam website.

Great for all your events!

Popcorn Machine







K8 Speaker and Mic












Switches include: spot light warmer, stirrer and
pot heater
All metal gearbox
Kernel and oil scoop is included
Heavy-duty powder coated steel and stainless
steel construction
860-watt (commercial quality and certified)

8” Woofer; 1.75” diaphragm compression driver
105° Nominal coverage angle
Maximum SPL 127 dB peak
1000-watt continuous Class D power modules in all models
Onboard mixer with two combo XLR and ¼” inputs, and stereo
RCA inputs, (three audio input sources); two direct channel
outputs and single summed balanced output
Extensive DSP enhances system performance
DMT™ (Directivity Matched Transition) provides for matched LF
and HF coverage across the entire listening area, eliminating
unnatural "dead" or "hot" frequency zones.
Intrinsic Correction™, first featured in our high-end line-array
products maps 65–75 spatially-averaged measurements to IIR
and FIR filters that actively adjust time, frequency and
amplitude response to a maximally flat band pass target. The
result is a speaker that behaves equally well across the entire
sound field.





DEEP™ and excursion limiting allow for extended lowfrequency response by actively managing low-frequency
transients without degradation of the underlying signal or
adjacent frequencies.
GuardRail™ protection protects both the amplifier module
and your performance from unnatural and destructive

clipping.








Attractive and professional appearance
Rugged ABS enclosures
16-gauge powder coated steel grille
Comfortable ergonomic handles
35 mm pole sockets with Tilt-Direct™
M10 rigging points
Microphone included

